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Abstract. The hetero-interface of the common-mion Superlattice (SL) (GaAs)3(AlAs)3(001) is 
on the As atomic plane. while that of the nonCommon-ion SL (AlAs)~(GeGe)~(OOI) is between 
the two atomic planes of As and Ge or of Ge and Al. In this paper, the self-consistent electronic 
structure cdculation is reported for the two StNCtUES.  The frozen-shape approach is used to 
determine the average bond energy and the valence band maximum in each molecular layer of 
the SL, and to investigate the relation between the interface structure and the internal electrical 
field. The results show that a large internal efectric field exists in the non-common-ion SL but 
does no1 in the common-anion SL. 

1. Introduction 

It has been shown that the internal electric field in superlattices (SLs) is closely related to 
the orientation of the interfaces. Harrison eta1 [I] have shown that the internal electric field 
does not exist in Ge/GaAs(lIO) but does exist in GdGaAs(001). This electric field may be 
reduced or eliminated by the interdiffusion of different atoms at the interface. Eppenga's [2] 
work has also shown that, in the SLs constituted of two non-common-ion materials, namely 
ZnSe/GaAs, GaAs/Ge and ZnSeGe, an internal electric field exists in the (001)-oriented 
case, but does not in the (110)-oriented case, The present work shows that the internal 
electric field depends not only on the interface orientation but also on the interface structure. 
In this paper, using the linearized muffin-tin orbitals (LMTO) method within the atomic 
sphere approximation (ASA), the self-consistent band-structure calculations are reported for 
two different SLs: the common-anion SL (GaAs)3(A1As)3(001) in which the hetero-interface 
is on the As atomic plane, and the non-common-anion SL (A1As)~(GeGe)3(001) in which the 
hetero-interface is between two different atomic planes, i.e. between the As and Ge planes, 
or between the Ge and As planes. The average bond energy E,,, and valence band maximum 
E" in each molecular layer of su are investigated using the frozen-shape approach. By 
studying the relationship between the internal electric field, the interface structure and the 
charge transfer of valence electrons, the reamn why the internal electric field exists in the 
non-common-ion SL but does not in the common-anion SL is analysed. In the next section 
the details of the calculation and the results are given. In section 3 the results are discussed. 
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2. Calculation method and results 

2.1. The internal summation approach in the L W O  ASA method 

The muffin-tin basis set adopted in the LMTC M A  band-structure method is 

The corresponding secular matrix (L'IH - EIL) is given by the CZ and I3 matrices: 

H - EO = n[CZ - ( E  - Ey) lT] .  (2) 

Here 

= [ w ( - ) / m @ ( - ) l f s L , L  + ImQ(-)o(+)m+) - U(-)lll& ( 3 )  

(41 

In equations (1)-(4), L = t , [ , n i ,  Si,L is the structure constant, and @(-), @(+), U(-) 
and o(+) are the potential parameters 131. In the normal LMTO method, the L and L' 
generally consist of s, p and d states centred at each atomic site (the d state usually has 
a higher energy and is unoccupied; this is referred to as the 'empty d state' hereafter). In 
the 'internal summation approach' used in this paper, the L which determines the number 
of bases x," include only s and p states, while the summation index L' in equation (1) 
includes s, p and d states. That is the 'empty d state' is taken into account in the bases 
by the 'internal summation' of the tails of the muffin-tin orbitals. This is similar to using 
the Lowdin perturbation method to treat the 'empty d state' in order to reduce the size of 
the secular equation [4]. It has  been shown that the valence band structure given by this 
approach is consistent with that given by the normal LMTO method [5]. This approach also 
gives reasonable results for the SL (GaAs)l(AIAs)1(001) [6] and bulk material MgO; in 
particular the results for MgO are very similar to those given by the ab initio pseudopential 
method [7]. This approach is used throughout this paper. 

2.2. Calculation of intelfnce charge transfer and average bond energy 

The lattice constants of AIAs, GaAs and Ge are nearly equal: 5.655 A. 5.653 A and 5.658 A, 
respectively. So the SLs (GaA~),(AlAs)~(001) and (AIAs)3(GeGe)3(001) can be considered 
to be lattice matched. The lattice constants of the SLs were taken to be a = 5.654 A 
for (GaAs)~(AIAs)3(001) and (AIAs)3(GeGe)3(001). Because the above bulk materials and 
SLs belong to the tetrahedral structure (open structure), it is necessary to introduce 'empty 
spheres' into their unit cell for LMTO ASA calculations. For a bulk material AB (or CD), 
the primitive vectors of its unit cell are $ a ( 2 , 2 , 0 ) ,  i a (O ,2 ,2 )  and ia(2,O.  2). Each unit 
cell contains two atomic spheres (A,B or C,D) and two empty spheres, which are located at 

is a tetragonal smcture; the primitive vectors of its unit cell are taken to be i a ( 2 , 2 , 0 ) ,  
+a ( -& 2,O) and $a(O, 0,3). Each unit cell contains 12 atomic spheres and 12 empty 
spheres and can be divided into 12 atomic planes (or atomic layers). Two adjacent atomic 
layers constitute a molecular layer. All these are listed in table 1. In this paper, we assume 
that the volume of empty spheres is equal to that of atomic spheres. Ten special k-points 

n: = [ l / m Q ~ - ~ I , G L ~ L  + o " - ) / [ w ( + )  - @(--)11,&. 

?a(O, I O,O), ;a( 1 ,1 ,  1) and :a@, 2,2), ; a ( 3 , 3 , 3 ) ,  respectively. The SL (AB)3(CD)3(001) 
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Figure 1. The distribution of excessive charge in su: (a) (GaAs)r(AIAs)~(OOl); (b) 
(AlAs)r(GeGe)s(OO I). 

[SI are used for the self-consistent band-structure calculation of bulk materials and three 
special k-points [9]  are used for those of SLS. 

The valence electron number of each atomic sphere given by the band-structure 
calculations of bulk materials AB,CD and the constituted superlattice (A3)3(CD),(OOI) 
are listed in table 1. The valence electron charge contained in  the three atomic layers (Ga, 
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Figure 2. The valence band maximum E ,  and average bond energy E, in each molecular layer 
obtained by the frozen-potential Miltmenl as mentioned in text: (a)  (CaAs)~(AlAs)~(OOl); (b)  
(AIAs)3(CeCe)s(001). 

AI and As) or the two molecular layers (GaAs and AIAs) which constitute the interface 
of the superlattice (GaAs)p(AIAs)3(001) are listed in tables 2 and 3 together with the 
corresponding quantities in the bulk materials GaAs and AIAs. Similarly, tables 4 and 
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Table 1. The locations of atomic and empty spheres, and the atomic and molecular layers in 
the SL (AB)j(CD),(OOI). 

5 contain the data for the four atomic layers (Ge, Ge, AI and As), the two molecular layers 
(GenGe and AlnAs) and the interfaces of (AlAs)3(GeGe)3(001). The excessive charge An 
in each molecular layer is shown in figure I(a) for (GaAs)3(AlAs)3(001) and figure l(b) 
for (AlA~)~(GeGe)~(001).  

Table 2. Calculated interface charge transfer in (GaAs)3(AIAs)3(OOl): the number of valence 
electrons in the atomic layerr (n(Ga), n(As) and "(Ai)) and molecular layers (n(Ga+As) and 
n(As+Al)) for the GmlAdAl interface. The corresponding quantities in bulk mate& are given 
in parentheses. An is the difference belween the n-values of the SL and bulk 

n(Ga) n(As) n(AU n(Ga+A.S) n(As+Al) 
(electronflayer) (electrons/layer) (electrondlayer) (elecbonsflayer) (e lectrodayer)  

GanAdAl 3.130 4.963 2.945 8.093 7.908 
GaAs (3.122 4.878) (8.000) 
AlAs (5.066 2.934) (8.000) 

All 0.008 0.085 0.093 
-0.103 0.01 I -0.092 

The frozen-potential treatment [IO] is used to determine the valence band maximum 
E, and the average bond energy E,  in each molecular layer of the SLs. In other words, 
we use the ASA potentials of atomic spheres and empty spheres contained in molecular 
layers AB or CD in (AB)3(CD)3(001) obtained by self-consistent calculation as input to 
determine directly the band structures of the bulk material AB or CD. Then, the bonding 
energy Eb,  anti-bonding energy E, and average bond energy E,  in each molecular layer 
can be expressed as [ l l ,  121 



AlnAsJGa 2.943 4.965 3.128 7.908 8.093 
AlAs (2.934 5.066) @.OM) 
GaAs (4.878 3.122) (8.000) 

All 0.009 -0.101 -0.092 
0.087 0.006 0.093 

Table 4. Calculated interface charge uansfer in (AIAs)3(GeGe)~(001): results for the 
GdlGdAlnAs interface. The notation is similar IO that in table 2, 

n G e )  n(Ge) n(Al) n(As) n(Geffie) n(A1tAs) 
(electrons (electrons (electrons (electrons (electrons (electrons 
/layer) &U) nayer) flayer) ilayer) flayer) 

GenGdAlClAs 3.999 4.067 2.961 5.042 8.066 8.003 
Ge (4.000 4.000) (8,000) 
AlAs (2.934 5.066) (8.000) 

A" -0.001 0.067 0.027 -0,024 0.066 0.003 

Table 5. Calculated interface charge mnsfer in (AIAs)s(GeGe)l(OOl): results for the 
AlnAdGenGe interface. The notation is similar to that in table 2. 

n(AU n(As) n(Ge) n(Ge.1 "(AItAs) n(GetGe) 
(electrons (electrons (electrons (electrons (electrons (elenrons 
Aayer) flayer) flayer) nayer) flayer) flayer) 

AlnAs/GenGe 2.953 4.995 3.979 4.010 7.948 7.909 
AlAs (2.934 5.066) (8.000) 
Ge (4.000 4.000) (8.000) 

AIl OBI9 -0.071 -0.021 0.010 -0.052 -0.01 I 

Here, N is the number of unit cells and E,(k) the eigenvalue of the nth band. The E,- and 
E,-values in each molecular layer are shown in figure 2. Tables 6 and 7 list the E,- and 
E,-values in the two interface molecular layers. 

3. Discussion 

3. I .  Structural comparison behveen common-anion and non-common-ion heterojunctions 

The interface of the common-anion SL is different from that of the non-common-ion SL. For 
the common-anion SL (GaAs)3(AIAs)3(001) (figure ](a)),  the two atomic layers AdA1 or 
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Table 6. Valence band maxima E, and average bond energies E,  in bulk mater& and in the 
molecular layer beside the SL interfaces in (GaAs)3(AlAs)dOOl). 

The hw interfaces in (GaAs),(ALAs),(OOl) 
Bulk materials 

5 6 IO I 
GaAs AlAs A E  GOAs AlnAs A E  AlnAs GanAs A E  

E, (eV) -1.07 -0.65 -0.42 -0.89 -0.89 0.00 -0.84 -0.85 -0.01 
E.feVI -1.30 -1.23 -0.07 -1.12 -1.49 0.37 -1.46 -1.10 0.36 

Table 7. Valence band m i m a  E ,  and average band energies E,,, in bulk materials and in the 
molecular layer beside the SL interfaces in (AlAs)3(GeGe)3(001). 

The two interfaces in (AIAs)?(GeGe)3(001) 
Bulk materials 

- 5  6 10 1 
GeGe AlAs A E  GenGe AlnAs AE AlnAs GenGe A E  

E ,  (eV) -0.96 -0.65 -0.31 -0.21 -0.18 -0.03 -1.47 -1.53 -0.06 
E ,  (eV) 0.57 -1.23 0.66 0.18 -0.90 1.08 -2.21 -1.17 I .05 

AsIGa on the two sides of the interface constitute the molecular layer across the interface, i.e. 
the interface molecular layer, which is chemically the same as the hulk constituents AlAs 
or GaAs. However, in the non-common-ion SL (AlAs)S(GeGe),(OOl) the two interface 
molecular layers GdAI  and AsIGe are chemically different from the two bulk constituents 
AlAs and Ge. Consequently, for the common-anion SL the As atomic layer at the interface 
GanAs/Al can he considered to be used commonly by the molecular layers GanAs and 
AsIA1 and to become almost the ‘real interface’ of the SL. On the other hand, in the non- 
common-ion SL the molecular layer GelAI at the interface GenGeIAlnAs is chemically 
different from the two bulk constituents AlAs and Ge. As a result, the ‘real interface’ 
of the non-common-ion SL is between the two molecular layers GenGe and AlnAs. For 
the reason mentioned above, the two molecular layers near the interface in the common- 
anion SL consist of three atomic layers, while those in the non-common-ion SL contain four 
atomic layers. This difference in the interface structure results in the different behaviours 
of interface charge transfer and other relevant behaviours in these two kinds of SL. 

3.2. The interface charge transfer in superlattices 

It can be seen in table 2 that, for the common-anion SL, the n(As)-value of the interface As 
atomic layers (4.963) is close to the average of those in the two bulk constituents (4.878 
and 5.066); the relative changes are 0.085 and -0.103, respectively. The n(Ga)- and n(A1)- 
values in the SL are also different from those in the bulk (An equal to 0.008 and 0.001, 
respectively), but they are much smaller than An(As). In table 2, An(Ga + As) = 0.093 
and An(As + AI) = -0.092 imply a dipole between the two molecular layers GanAs and 
AdAI. The charge of this dipole is mainly due to An(As). In the case of AlnAsIGa, the 
situation is very similar (see table 3). 

In table 4, i t  appears that in the non-common-anion SL the charge neutral deviation 
in GenGeIAlnAs is 0.066 for GenGe and 0.003 for AlflAs. Although the two values 
are obviously different, their sign is the same; consequently, no dipole exists at the 
GenGdAlnAs interface. The situation at the AlnAsIGflGe interface is similar (see 
table 5). 
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The conditions of excessive charge distributions in the two kinds of SL are shown in 
figures l(n) and I@).  It is obvious that the redistribution of valence electrons takes place 
mainly in the two molecular layers beside the interface; the molecular layers far from the 
interface remain almost neutral. The difference between the common-ion SL and the non- 
common-anion SL is that, in the former, there is an interface dipole but, in the latter, there 
is a monopole. 

-1 6 -1 2 -a -4 0 4 8 

Energy (eV) 

Figure 3. Density of states and Fermi level of the interface molecular layer in the SL 
(AIAs)~(CeGe),(001). obtained by using the self-consistent bulk charge density as the input: 
(0)  EF (As/Ge)=O.31 eV; (b)  EF (Ge/AI) = -1.35 eV. 

! - (a )  A s / G e  

-8 -4 0 4 a -1 6 -1 2 

Energy (eV) 

Figure 4. Density of states and Fermi level of the interface molecula layer in the SI. 
(AIAs)~(GeGe)3(001), obtained by using the self-consistent SL charge density as the input: (a) 
EF (As/Ge) = -0.31 eV. (b)  EF (Ge/AI) = -0.49 ev. 
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3.3. The valence band offset and the internal electricfield in SLS 

In figure 2 the valence band edges of the two SLS appear as a discontinuous step at 
the interfaces, i.e. the valence band offset AEv, while the average bond energy E,,, is 
aligned across the interfaces (their values are listed in tables 6 and 7), and this justifies 
E,,, as a reasonable reference level for determining the AE,-value in heterostructures [13]. 
Comparing figure 2 with figure 1, one can see that the alignment of the average bond 
energy E ,  across the interfaces is determined by the interface charge transfer as shown 
in our previous work [ 141 but has nothing to do with whether the interface dipole exists. 
In figure 2 the curve of E, is always parallel to the curve of E,,,; their slope reflects the 
strength of the internal electric field in the SL layers. In the common-anion SL this slope 
equals zero; so there is no internal electric field in the SL layers; the situation in the non- 
common-ion SL is contrary to this. This can be understood by analysing the distribution of 
excessive charge among different molecular layers. In the common-anion SL the numbers 
of interface dipoles at two adjacent interfaces (GanAsIAl and AlnAslGa) are the same but 
their signs are opposite; their roles cancel out and vanish in bulk-like SL layers; thus there is 
no internal electric field in this region. In the non-common-ion SL, molecular layers at the 
GenGdAInAs interface have a negative excessive charge, while those at the AInAdGenGe 
interface have a positive excessive charge (figure I(b)); the result is an internal electric field 
in the bulk-like SL layers. 

By summing the An-values of every atomic layer in GenGdAlnAs (listed in table 4), 
one obtains A Q  = 0.069 which corresponds to a charge face density U = 0.069 C d. 
Using the expression for two parallel capacitor plates charged with U electrons per unit 
area, one can find the strength of the internal electric field E = 2.23 x IO9 V m-' with 
the dielectric constant E = 3.5 resulting from microscopic calculations for the interfaces in 
[15]. On the other hand, the strength of the internal electric field determined directly from 
the slope of the E, or E,,, curve drawn in figure 2(b) is E = 2.3 x IO9 V m-I. The two 
results are perfectly consistent with each other. The magnitude of this electric field is the 
same as those in the SL GdGaAs(001) (about IO9 V m-l) 1161. 

4. Charge transfer between interface molecular layers and the location of the Fermi 
level 

In tables 4 and 5, it appears that the excessive charge occurs in the interface molecular 
layers GdAI  and AlIGe: An(Ge) + An(Al) = 0.094; An(As) + An(Ge) = -0.092. About 
0.09 electrons are transferred from the AslGe molecular layer to the GelAI molecular layer. 
In order to investigate the effect of this charge transfer, we have calculated the density 
of states and Fermi level for the interface molecular layers AsIGe and GdAI contained 
in (AIAs)3(GeGe)3(001), using the self-consistent charge density of bulk Ge, AlAs and 
SL (AIAs)3(GeGe)3(001) as the inputs, respectively. The effect of the charge transfer is 
included in the latter case (using the self-consistent SL charge density as the input) but not 
in the former case (using the self-consistent bulk charge density as the input). The calculated 
results in the two cases are shown in figure 3 and figure 4, respectively. In figures 3(a) and 
3(b) and in figures 4(a )  and 4(b), one can see that the locations of two Fermi levels are 
obviously different (0.36 eV and -1.34 eV, respectively, i.e. different by 1.70 eV). When 
the interface charge transfer is included, the two Fermi levels become very close to each 
other (-0.32 eV and -0.53 eV, respectively, i.e. different by 0.21 eV; see figure 4). The 
change in the difference between the two Fermi levels induced by the charge transfer is 
1.49 eV which is fairly consistent with the magnitude of the potential barrier height of the 
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internal electric field (see figure 2(b)). This indicates that the interface molecular layers 
(possessing the characteristic of a metal) are different from the bulk-like molecular layers. 
The difference between the states of AdGe and Ge/AI is the main factor leading to the 
internal electric field in the non-common-ion SL. 

In summary, our calculations for the two kinds of SL show that the internal electric 
field depends on the interface structure; this field exists in the non-common-ion SL but does 
not in the common-anion SL. Of course, the interface structures studied above are ideal 
interfaces. If non-ideal factors, such as the interdiffusion of different atoms at the interface. 
are considered, the internal electric field will be reduced or eliminated [ l ] .  
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